
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	 	

  Wednesday: 
 

English: Today, we are going to practise using 
commas in a list. Use the WAGOLL to help you add 
commas in the list in the sentences.  

Maths: Today, we are going to using all the 
knowledge we know about adding and subtracting to 
complete Christmas problems. Find the Christmas 
addition and subtraction booklet in our resource 
section! 

 

Friday: 

English: Last week, we wrote our own version of Lily 
and the Snowman. Read the paragraph on today’s 
resource sheet. Can you edit it to make it better?  
 

Maths: Today, you can complete a Christmas 
multiplication mosaic. Using your knowledge of your 
2x, 5x and 10x, can you colour in the correct boxes 
and find out what the secret picture is? Find our 
mosaic in the resource section! 

 

 

 

  Thursday: 

English:	Today, we will practise spelling some of our Year 2 
common exception words. Read the words on the sheet, can 
you write them in rainbow colours and draw them in a 
picture to help you remember how to spell them?	 
 
Maths: We are going to be continuing with our Christmas 
addition and subtraction from yesterday. Remember some 
of the addition and subtraction challenges will need a 
number line to complete and others you may be able to find 
the answer mentally! 

 

  Tuesday: 

‘An Academy to be Proud of’ 

Monday: 

English: Let’s recap our knowledge of when to use 
question marks. Can you re-write the sentences which 
need question marks and underline the question words? 

Maths: We are going to be continuing with our Money 
challenges from yesterday. Don’t forget to upload your 
achievement on Dojo for us to see!  

	

        English:  This week, we are going to recap some of our grammar  
             skills ready to edit a paragraph at the end of the week. Today you 
will focus on full stops and capital letters. Can you add in the full stops and 
capital letters into the sentences?  
Maths: Today, we are going to using all the knowledge we know about 
money to complete Christmas money problems. Find the Christmas money 
booklet challenges in our resource section! 
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d November	

All worksheets, 
templates and resources 
will be available on the 
Armfield Website under 
Year Two remote 
learning. 



	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	 	

Topic:  
Monday: Today, in guided reading, we are going to be making 
some predictions based on our new book – The Secret of 
Black Rock. Complete our prediction sheet and then listen to 
be book here and find out if your predictions were correct!   

Tuesday: Re-watch the story from Monday’s clip. Today’s 
focus is going to be on inference. We are going to use what 
we know about the story and little clues to help us answer 
some questions. Find The Secret of Black Rock inference 
sheet and see if you can complete the questions 
independently! 

Wednesday: Today, we are going to start our Great Fire of 
London artwork! Can you create a fire background? 
Experiment with reds, oranges, blacks and yellow. You can 
use paints, tissue paper or crayons!  

Miss Heywood, Miss Ahmed, 
Mrs Emmett’s Phonics Groups: 

Monday:  Today, we are going to recap the sounds 
yoo/oo/u/ue/u_e.  
 
Tuesday Let’s recap ay/a/ai/a_e today! 
chain     make    play    apron   
 
Wednesday: Today, we are going to be consolidating 
our knowledge of the sounds oa/o/o_e/ow/ou 
boat    shoulder     snow    go     stone  
 
Thursday: Today, we are going to be learning to read 
some new words from sounds we already know. Watch 
the video here.  
 
Friday:  Recap all of the sounds you have learnt this 
week!  
 

 

Miss Isherwood and Miss Clarkson’s Phonics 
Groups: 

Monday:  We are going recap the ‘ue’ sound today. This 
can make the ‘yoo’ sound or the ‘oo’ sound.  
true    blue    glue   rescue argue   
 
Tuesday:  We are going to recap the ‘ie’ sound today. 
tie      cried     lie     tried     fried     pie 
 
Wednesday:  We are going to recap the ‘ir’ sound today. 
bird    girl     first    shirt    thirst  
 
Thursday:  Can you read the phase 5 tricky words? Can 
you spell them? Can you write a sentence including some 
of them?    
oh   Mrs   Mr    called   looked   could   asked   their  
 
Friday:  Recap to build your confidence in reading the 
sounds you have learnt this week!  
 
  

Mrs Maano’s Phonics Group: 
 

Monday: Watch the video on the sound ‘ng’. Can you practice reading and writing the words below?  
ring       king       sing       thing        
Tuesday: Today, you will look at some Phase 3 tricky words. How fast can you write them? How many times can 
you write them in 30 seconds?  
was       he       me        we         be 
Wednesday: You are going to practice reading some of your words so far in sentences. Have a go at reading the 
sentences below.  
He was a king.       In the egg was a soft chick       Seth sang a song to me     
   
Thursday:  Let’s recap phase 3 sounds which we have learnt recently. Watch the video here! 
Friday:  Today, we are going to be practicing blending our sounds so we can read words. Watch here! 
 

 

Thursday: Today, we are going to create our 
silhouette of London’s skyline in 1666! Use 
black paper or card to cut out the houses and 
buildings and then stick it onto of your fire 
background. 

Friday:  Today in Science, we are going to be 
learning all about hygiene. Watch this clip to 
see bacteria on human hands! Can you draw 
three ways you keep clean and then find the 
missing words in the sentences? Complete this 
activity on our hygiene sheet. 

 

 

 


